
 

PATCHED STREAM Lista EX YU Za VLC Player !!TOP!!

in patch 10261, we are planning to include a few small changes that address the issues of players
being locked into certain civilizations and certain civilizations becoming dominant. we will also be

making adjustments to the ai civilizations so that they are more unpredictable and less predictable.
finally, we will be making changes to the effects of several buildings so that they are more effective

at what they are supposed to do. patch 10261 is currently in the ptr and we will release it to live
servers when it is ready. we hope you enjoy the changes! vlc player for ios and android implements
the java stream api on top of the c/c++ stream api. we are happy to announce that there will be a
lot of stream operations available for them! we are also glad to announce that to help developers

start using stream operations, there is a vlc stream api library, which is generated from the
java/android stream api with fewer, more intuitive apis. you can also use the java stream api to

create a stream and then generate the library from it, which will give you stream operations without
the need for the vlc stream api library. here is an example on how to create and use stream to get all
the transactions in the streams list. we will create a stream of the list of transactions given to us, use
filter to only take transactions with a value greater than zero, sort the transactions according to the

time they were spent, and finally, extract the transaction id. we can now start to play with the
stream operations. for instance, the collect() method, a more generic way to collect stream elements
into a list. you can use it to get a list of all the transaction ids or the sum of all the values. it accepts
a function which gets the values from each stream element and returns a new list. in our case, we

can use a lambda function that returns the transaction id.
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in order to give our loyal fans and
followers a glimpse of what's to come,
we have launched a developer update
stream on our youtube channel! this

stream will consist of fun interviews and
gameplay from our developers, along
with some really cool, new gameplay

elements and features! before we dive
into the details of how the java se 8

streams api works, lets take a look at
what the api itself looks like. in java 8,

the stream object supports the ability to
work with parallelism. stream objects

are parallel by default, but you can opt-
in to making them sequential by

invoking
stream.collect(collectors.tolist()) in the

stream.reduce(0, (a, b) -> a + b)
method. (note: collectors.tolist() is a
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static method that returns a collector
instance that generates a list. the

reduce method is a parallel reduction
method. when you use it in parallel, you
specify the type of operation you want

to perform. in this case, we are
performing a reduce operation over the

elements of the stream, summing up the
sum of all elements in the stream. this

reduces the stream of data into a single
value. using the stream object in a

parallel fashion isnt very useful because
usually we arent interested in the final

result; we are interested in the
intermediate results of the reduce
operation. to create a stream that

produces intermediate results, we use
the parallelstream class, which provides
a parallel implementation of the stream

api. 5ec8ef588b
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